We describe an experimental investigation of the generation and detection of picosecond acoustic-phonon pulses in a thin slab of GaAs using ultrashort optical pulses. Comparison of the optical phase variation with a simple theory for ambipolar diffusion indicates that carrier diffusion has a significant effect on the shape of the phonon pulses generated. The phonon pulse duration is measured to be ϳ25 ps, four times longer than that expected from optical-absorption considerations alone, indicating that hot carriers penetrate more than 100 nm into the sample during the phonon pulse generation process.
Ultrafast carrier diffusion in semiconductors has been studied by a variety of experimental techniques. Ultrashort pulse optical pump and probe methods based on the measurement of optical reflectivity, electro-optic sampling or luminescence, including near-field methods, have been applied to the measurement of diffusion of hot carriers in bulk semiconductors and quantum nanostructures in the lateral or through-thickness directions. [1] [2] [3] [4] The detection principle in this case involves the coupling of the carriers to the electric field of the optical wave. Optical pump and probe methods can also exploit the coupling of the carriers to strain, and can be used to monitor carrier diffusion from the shape of the acoustic-phonon pulses generated, a technique that involves the pulse-echo methods of laser picosecond acoustics. 5, 6 The penetration of hot carriers perpendicular to metal surfaces when excited with an ultrashort optical pulse has been shown to broaden the phonon pulses generated. 7 Laser acoustics studies with nanosecond or sub-nanosecond temporal resolution in crystalline Ge and Cd x S 1Ϫx Se have demonstrated that carrier diffusion similarly affects acoustic generation in semiconductors. 8, 9 However, there have been no studies of the effect of carrier diffusion on acoustic generation in semiconductors with picosecond time resolution. This is unfortunate in view of the pressing need for such studies to support industrial development in quantitative nondestructive evaluation of integrated circuits or semiconductor nanostructures. There are also possible applications in the field of GHz-THz acousto-optic modulation in ultrahigh speed semiconductor devices. Moreover, probing carrier diffusion on ultrashort timescales from acoustic measurements provides an interesting perspective on the time-and space-dependent nonequilibrium carrier distribution, because it allows depth profiling of the carrier penetration into the bulk. 7 Despite this fundamental and practical interest previous laser picosecond acoustics experiments with semiconductor thin films involved complex GaAs multilayer geometries, and were not designed for the investigation of carrier diffusion. [10] [11] [12] [13] There are several challenging experimental problems related to such studies of carrier diffusion in crystalline semiconductors on picosecond timescales. First one must over-come the dual requirement for a sample of micron order or less in thickness ͑to avoid significant acoustic propagation distortion͒ and for an acoustically mismatched substrate ͑to allow significant echo amplitudes to be obtained͒. Molecularbeam epitaxy or related techniques for crystalline GaAs film growth, for example, are not ideal for this purpose because the lattice-matched substrate will invariably have a very similar acoustic impedance. Another problem is connected with the signal analysis of the acoustic echoes. The optical reflectivity changes resulting from the detection of acousticstrain pulses in an opaque material depend on the photoelastic effect, and because the optical penetration into the sample is usually of the same order or greater than the acoustic wavelength ͑typically a few tens of nanometers͒ these changes are related to the acoustic strain in a complex way. It is therefore difficult, in general, to resolve the strain pulse shape by monitoring only the optical reflectivity signal in laser picosecond acoustics.
In this study we have prepared a thin slab of n-doped GaAs bonded to an acoustically mismatched substrate to overcome the first set of problems. In addition, by using a two-color pump and probe technique combined with an interferometric dual-signal detection scheme in which both the optical reflectance and phase changes are monitored, we have succeeded in probing in a crystalline semiconductor sample the effect of hot carrier diffusion on the acousticstrain pulse shape generated by sub-picosecond laser pulses. The results suggest that the frequency of the generated acoustic pulses can be controlled by varying the doping concentration.
We use the photon excitation energy Eϭ3.3 eV ͑wavelength 375 nm͒ in order to localize the optical absorption to within ϳ10 nm of the surface. Frequency doubled optical pump pulses of duration ϳ200 fs and average beam power 3-6 mW are derived from a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser with an 82-MHz repetition rate. These excite phonon pulses in a 2.6 m slab of ͑100͒ n-doped GaAs ͑Si doped to 1.3 ϫ10 18 cm 3 ͒. To make the sample a piece of a GaAs wafer was attached by a 0.75 m layer of ultraviolet-cured adhesive to a glass substrate and then mechanically polished. De-layed infrared probe optical pulses of photon energy 1.65 eV ͑wavelength ϭ750 nm͒ of similar optical pulse duration derived from the same laser are used to detect transient changes in reflectance and phase in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer arrangement shown in Fig. 1 . 13 Both pump and probe beams were focused to the same ϳ35 m diameter spot at ϳ10°i ncidence. We monitor ϭ␦R/2R and optical phase ␦, where R is the reflectivity. The phase change ␦ is obtained using the difference between the signals from the photodiodes. 13 The relative amplitude change and phase change ␦ are related to the complex reflectance r by ␦r/r ϭϩi␦. 13, 14 Two acoustic echoes can be seen in the data for and ␦ in Fig. 1 , for an incident pump fluence Fϳ0.016 m J cm Ϫ2 . These echoes are superimposed on a slow background variation caused by thermal diffusion. The difference between the first and second echo amplitudes is consistent with the acoustic reflection coefficient r ac ϷϪ0.6 at the GaAs-adhesive boundary ͑as expected from estimates based on literature values of acoustic impedances͒. The echo shapes were independent of fluence F over the range 0.008 -0.016 m J cm Ϫ2 studied. The oscillations, at frequency 2n/Ϸ47 GHz ͑n the probe refractive index and v the longitudinal sound velocity͒ arise because of the photoelastic effect. 5 The echo duration is ϳ2 0 /vϷ250 ps, where 0 Ϸ600 nm is the probe optical-absorption depth. The phase change ␦(t) also includes a contribution equal to Ϫ4␦z/, where ␦zϳ1 pm is the outward displacement of the free surface. 6, 13, 14 This contribution corresponds to the raised portion in the center of the echoes in ␦, indicating that the phonon pulse duration is ϳ20-40 ps ͑with a frequency ϳ15 GHz͒. In contrast, the variation (t), independent of the surface displacement, is not sensitive to the exact duration of the strain pulse. Although the echo duration is broadened by the probe optical penetration, this turns out to be an advantage in the signal analysis because it allows a clear separation of the effects of the photoelastic effect and the transient surface displacement.
Strain generation depends on the optical excitation of electron-hole (e-h) pairs, a plasma of density N with excess energy E-E g ͑E g ϭ1.43 eV is the lowest direct band gap at room temperature͒. While diffusing these hot carriers relax within a few picoseconds to the region of the conductionband edge ͑the ⌫ point͒, releasing this excess as thermal energy. Subsequent evolution depends on the delayed heating through bulk and surface recombination and on further carrier and thermal diffusion. At low plasma densities ͑ϳ10 18 cm Ϫ3 here͒ and for timescales ϳ10 ps over which the acoustic-phonon pulse generation occurs, 15
where, at the surface, D‫ץ‬N/‫ץ‬zϭSN. Here D is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, C the volume specific heat, R 0 the pump reflectivity, S the surface recombination velocity, and I f (t) the intensity variation of the optical pulse ͓f (t) is nor-malized͔. At the low fluences used, the dependence of constants ͑such as D or ͒ on N or temperature T can be neglected. In GaAs the surface recombination velocity is typically subsonic, 2 and should have a negligible influence on sound generation, so we take ‫ץ‬N/‫ץ‬zϭ0 at the surface (zϭ0). This assumption is examined later in this paper. Bulk recombination can be ignored for the timescales appropriate here.
In cubic semiconductors the fast relaxation of the plasma to the conduction-band edge sets up an initial isotropic stress given by the sum of the thermal stress and the electronic stress arising from the hydrostatic deformation potential ϰ‫ץ‬E g /‫ץ‬p. For the nonpiezoelectrically active ͑100͒ direction in GaAs,
where B is the bulk modulus, ␤ is the linear thermal expansion coefficient, and where N, T, and ii in this equation refer to a time just after carrier relaxation to the conductionband edge. On timescales that are short compared to the sound propagation time across the optical spot diameter ͑ϳ2-5 ns͒, a longitudinal stress pulse is created traveling perpendicularly to the surface: where 0 is the density, uϭu(z,t) is the ultrasonic displacement, and 33 (z,t) is the longitudinal stress ͑ϭ0 at the sur-face͒. A knowledge of N(z,t) and T(z,t) allows the acoustic strain pulse 33 (z,t)ϭ‫ץ‬u/‫ץ‬z to be calculated. T(z,t) is governed by thermal diffusion with source terms due to the spatiotemporal variation of the carrier energy. In contrast to the case for Si and Ge, 8, 15 the electronic and thermal strains have the same sign in GaAs, and their ratio is approximately (‫ץ‬E g /‫ץ‬p)C/͓3␤(EϪE g )͔Ϸ5.8 ͓where ‫ץ‬E g /‫ץ‬pϷ9 ϫ10 Ϫ11 eV/Pa ͑Ref. 17͔͒. It is therefore reasonable to neglect the thermal strain here. Carrier diffusion should broaden the acoustic strain pulse according to the value of D/, where is the optical-absorption depth for the pump light, in a way exactly analogous to the case for thermal diffusion in the absence of electronic strain. 5 The analytical solution of Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒ for the strain pulse 33 (z,t) ϭ 33 (z,t)/ 0 2 in this case for the short optical pulse duration limit and when the strain pulse has traveled into the bulk of the solid is given by 16
where ϭ(tϪz)/, M ϭD/ and 0 ϭB(‫ץ‬E g /‫ץ‬p)F(1 ϪR 0 )/(E 0 2 ). Calculations based on this equation are shown in the inset of Fig. 1 : the temporal forms of the strain pulse shape for ͑i͒ Dϭ0 and ͑ii͒ D/ϭ5 are shown together with ͑iii͒ the displacement variation associated with the strain pulse for D/ϭ5. ͑This value of D is found later.͒ For Dϭ0 the strain pulse has a duration ϳ2/Ϸ6 ps. 5, 6 Carrier diffusion distorts the shape and leads to an increased duration. Once 33 (z,t) is known, (t) and ␦(t) can be calculated from the known photoelastic constants and from ␦z(t)ϭ͐ 33 (z,t)dz according to the equation 5, 14 ␦r r ϭϩi␦ϭϪ2ik 0 ␦z
where ñ ϭnϩi is the probe refractive index and k 0 ϭ2/ is the free space probe wave vector. In general, the strain field 33 (z,t) contains components traveling in both the ϩz and Ϫz directions when the strain pulse is being reflected from the surface.
To facilitate an accurate comparison of theory and experiment we have taken careful measurements of the first echo shape at Fϳ0.008 m J cm 2 using an optical delay line incorporating a shaker, 18 as shown by the solid curves in Fig. 2 ͑with the background variation subtracted͒. Using only D/ and a single arbitrary multiplicative scale factor as variable quantities, we obtain through simultaneous least-squares fitting to and ␦ the optimum value D/ϭ5, corresponding to Dϭ3.3 cm 2 s Ϫ1 , using the known photoelastic constants dn/dϭ2.8 and d/dϭ2.6 ͑and with probe refractive index nϩiϭ3.76ϩ0.1i͒. 19 The calculated (t) and ␦(t) curves are shown in the inset A of Fig. 2 This sharp spike is not significantly changed if the finite duration of the optical pulses is included in the model. However, a smoothing effect would be expected if the surface͑s͒ of the sample were rough or inclined as in a wedge. To check this possibility separate atomic-force microscope measurements were carried out. We measured a root-mean-square surface roughness of 5 nm for the top surface ͑much greater than the value ϳ0.5 nm found for the as-manufactured bottom surface͒ and a wedge angle ϭ0.33 mrad. We estimate that this results in the requirement for a convolution of (t) and ␦(t) with a Gaussian temporal smoothing function with 1 ϭ5 ps FWHM ͑full width at half maximum͒ to in- 
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clude the effect of surface roughness and with 2 ϭ3.5 ps to include the effect of nonparallelism. 20 Taken together we would expect a ϭ( 1 2 ϩ 2 2 ) 1/2 Ϸ6 ps FWHM Gaussian smoothing of the echo shape. We repeated the least-squares fitting with both D and as variable quantities, and find the optimum values D/ϭ5 and ϭ7 ps, in good agreement with the estimated value of . The results are shown by the dotted curves in Fig. 2 . The sum of the mean-square deviations was decreased by 25% compared with ϭ0 and the central peak in the theoretical fit to ␦(t) is much reduced in height. Moreover, the predicted absolute magnitude is of the correct order. ͑For example, the echo in Fig. 2 is predicted, including the effect of the probe beam size, to have a maximum height of ϳ2ϫ10 Ϫ5 compared with 3ϫ10 Ϫ5 observed.͒ Fits from three different sets of data all gave optimum values of D/ in the range D/ϭ5Ϯ1, corresponding to hot carrier penetration to a distance ⌬t ϳ120 nm into the solid, where ⌬tϳ25 ps is the FWHM value of ␦z(t). In the inset B in Fig. 2 we also show ͑i͒ the photoelastic contribution to ␦, ͑ii͒ the surface displacement contribution to ␦, and ͑iii͒ the effective strain pulse shape for D/ϭ5 and ϭ7 ps.
The value of the ambipolar diffusivity D required to fit the results is significantly less than the value DϷ12 cm 2 s Ϫ1 for intrinsic GaAs for NՇ10 18 cm Ϫ3 . 1 This value of D would lead to a strain pulse duration twice that derived here. However, D is smaller at finite donor densities: at our relatively low values of N,
where D e is the ͑majority͒ electron diffusivity and D h (ӶD e ) is the ͑minority͒ hole diffusivity, e,h is the mobility, and use has been made of the Einstein relations e,h ϭeD e,h /kT. For the present donor density, 2D h has been found in the range 3-12 cm 2 s Ϫ1 , 17 not inconsistent with our derived value. The model we used does not account for the effects of near-surface electric fields and the complex carrier dynamics owing to intervalley scattering. 2 Taking either of these factors into account might affect the phonon pulse shape, although it is difficult to see how such short time processes could significantly affect a phonon pulse duration ϳ25 ps. We also expect corrections due to the effects of pulse broadening from frequency-dependent acoustic attenuation to be negligible for our frequencies and propagation distance. 10 Furthermore, calculations of the pulse shape including surface recombination did not improve the fits or change D. 21 In conclusion, we have measured, to the best of our knowledge, for the first time in a crystalline semiconductor the effect of hot carrier diffusion on the acoustic-phonon pulse shape generated by subpicosecond laser pulses. The experimental acoustic strain pulse shapes in GaAs can be quantitatively understood on the basis of a model of ambipolar carrier diffusion into the bulk of the solid. The experimental conditions are well suited to probe the diffusion of low-density electron-hole plasmas on sub-picosecond and picosecond timescales and on length scales ϳ10-100 nm, and further measurements with different doping should show a phonon pulse duration dependent on doping concentration. In the future it would be interesting to probe the role of the transient populations of different regions in k space with measurements at different optical wavelengths.
